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“rules of the game” are more nebulous, and the regulatory,
economic or demographic environments can of course
change significantly over time. Navigating the correct path
through this amorphous landscape requires the core human
skill of contextualisation – making a qualitative judgement
about how processing power should be best applied.
In addition, the unchanging rules of Go, combined with
the computer’s ability to explore alternative moves
through replay, enabled AlphaGo to evolve its game
strategy through billions of rounds of self-play. A machine
trying to do the same thing in financial markets faces a
far greater challenge. This is not only because the number
of permutations inherent in financial markets is massive
– even relative to Go – and that the nature of the “game”
changes through time, but also because real-life financial
markets only get played out once. This massively limits the
scope for financial strategy development through self-play.

“We think that machine learning
naturally extends existing systematic
data modelling approaches which
already successfully provide robust
rational alternatives to human
behavioural biases.”
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images contain supernovae. The ML methodology for
solving this astronomy problem can also be applied to
the task of extracting useful predictive signals from
broker recommendations in the world of finance. Both
cases involve classification decisions based on a variety
of potentially conflicting evidence where learning is
undertaken by processing the track records of individual
astronomers or analysts. As ML matures, we expect to
find similar examples of techniques which are transferable
across disciplines.

EXTRACTING ALPHA FROM LESS LIQUID MARKETS
by Jonathan Furelid – HedgeNordic

Having said all this, we do see huge future value in ML as a
technique for assimilating information from larger and more
varied data streams. We think that ML naturally extends
existing systematic data modelling approaches which
already successfully provide robust rational alternatives
to human behavioural biases. But the challenge remains
significant because, as we have discussed, finance is an
order of magnitude more complex, and statistically noisy,
than many of the arenas where ML has so far reported its
greatest successes. Accordingly, for the foreseeable future
we expect that the relationship between man and machine
will remain collaborative rather than adversarial.

When asked how he would spend a trillion dollars to
solve global warming, the late Professor Sir David MacKay
gave a somewhat surprising answer – data analytics. The
implicit suggestion was that academics and practitioners
alike are not currently extracting information from data
to its full potential. We believe that organizations such as
the Oxford-Man Institute, an academic hub for machine
learning research applied to quantitative finance, which
bring together researchers and practitioners from widely
varied backgrounds, can be part of the solution. We think
this could greatly accelerate progress, giving heightened
insight into the investment world, and beyond.

An often debated subject within the CTA industry is the
impact of size on returns. Is there a reason to believe
that CTAs with larger assets experience a deterioration
of returns, simply as a function of them getting too large?
Although no clear cut answer has been given to the
question, there are thoughts supporting the idea that a
different, uncorrelated and alpha generating opportunityset awaits those CTAs that are small enough to tap into
less liquid markets. SMN, a CTA based in Vienna, have put
those thoughts to work.

Indeed, we increasingly find that solutions in one domain
can resonate in others, including finance and investment.
One such example is the Galaxy Zoo Supernovae project
(See https://www.galaxyzoo.org/). This is an online
initiative which presents volunteer users with images
of deep space and asks them to classify what they see
based on each image’s features. The answers from many
such volunteers are then aggregated to determine which
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Looking to benefit from their potential size advantage,
SMN set up a managed futures program called ”Structural
Alpha Trend” in June 2016 aiming at systematically trading
a multitude of less liquid markets that are largely ignored
by the big CTAs. So far results have been encouraging
according to Gernot Heitzinger, Managing Director at the
Vienna-based CTA. ”By focusing on around 50 markets
that are outside of the universe of about 120 liquid futures
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markets that are traded by most CTAs, we find a completely
new opportunity-set for extracting trends and generating
uncorrelated alpha. Simply put, big CTAs miss out on half
of the opportunities just because they cannot trade illiquid
markets efficiently”, Heitzinger says continuing:
”Within the less liquid market universe, that have
approximately 200 instruments (an instrument can be
any delivery month or a synthetic market – which is a
combination of markets/delivery months) underlying, we
found 40 uncorrelated return drivers, that compare to an
equal amount of 40 uncorrelated return drivers within the
liquid futures markets portfolio. The nice thing is that the
cross correlation of these groups of uncorrelated markets is
literally non-existent meaning that there are diversification
benefits to be gained by combining them.
The Structural Alpha portfolio has so far been trading as a
sub-set of SMN’s main program, Diversified Futures Fund
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is also what the program has delivered in live trading,
Heitzinger says.
”That is the beauty of combining a liquid CTA portfolio
with a portfolio focusing on less liquid markets, you
capture trends but in a very different way. The less liquid
market portfolio is for example less sensible to swings in
risk aversion, for the simple reason that it trades a lot more
niche contracts, typically in the agricultural sector”.
Heitzinger doesn´t see a major threat in that the larger
CTA names will start offering similar products adressing
the less liquid end of the futures markets, they will not be
able to allocate enough assets to these markets in order
for that allocation to have a meaningful impact on the
overall portfolio, he argues. The capacity limit of SMN’s
less liquid markets portfolio is set to 400 MUSD.

and according to Heitzinger, the fact that smaller markets
display some unique characteristics make them a good
diversifying return stream.
”In addition to simply trading smaller markets we are also
trading far out delivery months of contracts in bigger and
smaller markets. This translates into exploitable and very
different trends compared to the trends seen in the nearby
futures contract”, Heitzinger explains showing a graph of
the lean hogs future contract comparing the graph four
months out to the nearest month. Inarguably showing
deviations in underlying price trends.

between two markets, calendar spreads and baskets of
different contracts.
As smaller managers can exploit the full set of sectors,
notwithstanding liquidity constraints, means that they will
also be able to create a truly diversified managed futures
portfolio, Heitzinger says.

Another factor playing into the smaller markets story is
that they offer the possibility to exploit local trends in the
agricultural markets, Heitzinger argues.

”Given that a small market portfolio don’t need to take
into account accessability issues due to liquidity, the
markets weights in terms of sectors can be determined
on the basis of correlations instead and allows for a higher
relative exposure to commodities. This provides for a
portfolio optimized on risk adjusted returns rather than a
liquidity skewed portfolio that holds significant exposure
to equities, fixed income and FX.”

”Agricultutral markets show strong local weather driven
trend characterstics. Those uncorrelated but smaller
markets cannot be traded effectively in large size due to
volume and open interest. This is definitely a competitive
advantage for smaller managers”.

”With liquidity skewed portfolios having a sizeable
exposure to interest rates markets, that also make them
more vulnerable to interest rate levels. The smaller markets
portfolio however is more or less independent of these
levels”, Hetizinger says.

The way SMN expands the universe of less liquid markets
is to trade synthetic markets. Synthetic markets refer to a
combination of different contracts, this might be spreads

With regards to the overall correlation of the Structural
Alpha program compared to a broad CTA index, backtested
data suggest that it has a correlation of about 0.2 which
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”If you run a managed futures program with 20-30
billion USD in AuM, it is very unlikely that you would be
able to allocate enough assets to the less liquid part of
the market so that it would have any meaningful effect
on the overall portfolio. That is the benefit of running a
smaller CTA program, incremental improvements could
have a significant impact on the performance and risk
characteristics of your trading programme, we believe
adding smaller markets is one of those improvements.
SMN are seeing good interest for their Structural Alpha
program, according to Heitzinger. He takes that as a
recognition that CTA allocators are starting to think along
the same lines when it comes to concentration risks
inherent in only having big names CTAs trading a similar
set of markets, that is the most liquid ones.
”I think that investors are beginning to recognisie that they
have too little diversification within their CTA book and
that the exposure to financial contracts tends to get the

Gernot Heitzinger, SMN

bulk of the exposure. By adding a program that exlusively
focus on the markets that are not picked up on by big name
CTAs will leave you with a much more balanced portfolio
in terms of sectors and markets traded as well as adding
uncorrelated trend exposure.”
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